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Agricultural yields have been greatly enhanced in the past 50
years. However, climatic perturbations and the spread of pests and
pathogens are major upcoming threats to agriculture worldwide. Crop
selection led to a reduction in the allelic variability and thereby narrowed
the possibilities for genetic improvement.
In order to carry on the genetic improvement process, we need
to identify new phenotypes (i), identify the genetic basis underlying those
phenotypes (ii) and finally transfer those phenotypes in crops (iii).
Thanks to last decades’efforts in plant sciences, many of the
genetic and epigenetic regulators controlling key aspects of plants
developments and plants interactions with their environments are
known: stress resistance, photosynthesis, defense against pathogens etc.
Despite this massive amount of data, the translation of the findings into
traits in elite varieties is modest.
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To help to translate fundamental research into leader alleles
EPITRANS platform raise the challenge of helping the scientific community
to investigate agronomic traits in model and crop species.
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Set up a population of mutants which carrying up to
90% of the putative EMS mutation

Many studies have highlighted the determining role
of epigenetic regulations, not only in plant adaptation
to stress and changing environments but also in the
control of agronomically important traits. A better
understanding of such processes provides the tools
necessary to the development of innovative and
efficient approaches to crop improvement.
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